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Buyers of Going Paleo say: "The writer writes really well, with a comforting tone, and positive delivery. What results may
i expect on a grain free of charge, gluten-free diet plan?" ~ James "I'm new to the Paleo diet plan so I was looking for
information on this topic. This book is a good resource and is helping me see the things I need to perform and the foods I
need to buy and get rid of so I can consume healthier." ~ Saran "If you've had any curiosity in the so-known as
Paleolithic Diet plan, this book is a great starting point." The Paleolithic method of eating includes different names like:
Primal Diet, Paleo Diet(TM) , Cave Man Diet, Stone Age Diet plan, Hunter-Gatherer Diet, and a few others. Have you
discovered yourself overwhelmed with wondering how to begin eating a grain free of charge, gluten-free diet? Highly
recommended." ~ M. Find out what foods to maintain handy in your pantry and refrigerator, what to buy when you are
food shopping, and snack tips for adjusting to a low-carb diet. You can read a lot longer - and a lot more expensive -
books and not come aside with any more than you'll get in this quick, easy read. There's been a great deal of interest
and information lately about eliminating grains and gluten from our diet plan and it could be overwhelming when you
initially start researching. I totally understand. Well, you aren't alone. With so many books and websites on the main
topics low-carb eating, as well, trying to look at a paleo lifestyle will get you full of questions. She gives a clear,
straightforward explanation of the logic behind this way of life choice, as well as a simple guide for making healthy food
choices. Basically, this way of living includes a low-carb, high proteins diet that attempts to imitate a lot of what our
ancestors ate before farming and various other advancements changed our meals choices. While we can not replicate all
that they ate and how they ready their foods, focusing on healthy meats, seafood, seafood, vegetables, fruits, good fat,
nuts, and seeds is usually proving to repay in big dividends in the health and well getting of people who adopt this
course of action. Going Paleo provides easy-to-understand details that answers questions like: What will a paleolithic
method of eating look like? How do I start to make changes? What's the big deal about grains? How stringent is usually
a primal diet plan? The info is presented gently to reduce any potential for someone fresh feeling a little bit
overwhelmed. Come see how to consume clean, what foods are good for you, and which foods should be prevented.G.
Discover grain free alternatives to your preferred foods Learn how eating clean with meats, fish, fruits, vegetables, nuts,
and other foods can benefit your health and body weight, much like they did our ancestors way back when Read some
great information on how to consume a gluten-free diet Experience increased energy, better rest, and decrease your
stress levels for a lifetime with this healthy type of eating Purchase Going Paleo and discover everything you need to get
started with this easy-to-read reserve and obtain a host of answers to the query, "How do you begin to eat a grain free
AND gluten-free diet plan? Simons provides boiled the subject down to its most elementary, essential points.
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Does give bare bones simple but then leaves you hung out to dry out... This book additional illustrates that the Paleo life-
style has much more in the way of health incentives beyond that of simply losing a few pounds.After many thousand
blood sugar tests, the dietary plan that "passed" is: meat, chicken, fish, eggs, no-sugar yoghurt, and vegetables.. Thanks.
not much fruits... I am getting excited about feeling better again... No spaghetti, rice, potatoes, bread, or breakfast
cereals.. Going gluten free is still really hard but this book helps you make the transition seem simple and effortless! Not
to mention, no candy or sugars...There are some more details I possibly could add, but this is basically complete, and it is
almost precisely what the author calls The Paleolithic Diet. So if that is what she calls it, whatever she phone calls it I
MUST AGREE that this is the healthiest way to eat in order to avoid diabetes... The blood sugar meter explained so... This
book is certainly formatted well and readable and understand. It had been a quick go through, and was
interesting..Simons opens your eye about dairy, sugars, grains, meats, seafood and vegetables. or we learned to consume
some foods that we should never have discovered to consume, because they harm us.. Five stars. Good for GF dabblers;
look elsewhere in case you are autoimmune This book is strictly as titled - an instant guide to going gluten free. For
those who have done additional reading ( such as Wheat Belly, The Paleo Answer, or Primal Blueprint) and feel like you
have an excellent understanding of those materials after that this probably won't be of much make use of to you.. Our
ancestors didn't have problems with the common ailments we all experience today from consuming the incorrect
foods.BUT when you have serious autoimmune or gut complications then you should look for another resources about
autoimmune protocols. Great Intro to Paleo! This book is really simply for gluten free dabblers, not people that are
needing dietary help for longterm fixes for medical issues. Excellent Gluten Free Information! I was familiar with the
concept, but the "Paleo" label is new to me.I would surely have been very happy eating well balanced meals with
cavemen. Nevertheless, it might be a vast improvement for many individuals. She actually is also conscientious enough
to provide alternatives. I agree with her explanation of taking in healthier is a way of living not a diet. Personally,
Personally i think the idea is a bit large on meats, reddish meats in particular. The writer is thorough, and will be
offering a wide variety of specific information. There's some fabulous information about grains and adapting to a gluten
free lifestyle. DONE WELL! I has produced me feel less intimidated by my journey and given my even more reasons to
keep.Simons has cleverly brought a vast array of info together in one place within an easy-to-process format, so
everyone can understand.As you turn the pages, you will discover a synopsis of the foods in order to avoid and fill up
on.Her ideas are in line with the types of foods the Paleolithic race ate.. I think its greatest strength can be in the
afterwards chapters where it explains practical topics like purchasing lists and establishing a new pantry. Highly
recommend!. If you are looking for a user-friendly introduction to the Paleo life style, this reserve is for you.I personally
liked the chapter about what you may experience when beginning her Paleo diet, she doesn't leave you in the lurch.Give
it a try and experience the results first hand. Simons presents her info in a breezy, nonthreatening way and offers an
abundance of tips for newbies. I purchased this book away of curiosity because I've heard the word "Paleo Diet" so
often, but haven't really understood what was involved. A good overview for going gluten free Short, bird's-eye look at
of the reason why for heading gluten free but with enough particular detail (e. Are You Paleo Curious? She recommends
changing one's lifestyle one stage at a time and begins with something we can all deal with: eggs for breakfast! This
brand-new way of eating is not for the faint of heart: no gluten (i.e.. Five Stars HELPED UNDERSTAND BASICS Gluten free
made easy! Don't be concerned, her Pantry Products List and her Refrigerator Products List will help you restock your
kitchen after you have tossed out all that non-Paleo food! She also warns of symtoms you might experience while you
eliminate the carbs and glucose from your diet.She herself has been on/tried this Paleo diet and writes about her
personal experience on it and guides you through any withdrawal symptoms your body may have as before it had been
counting on sugars and starch for energy. The accepted foods list in this consists of a lot of things that are recognized
as inflammatory and which are eliminated on additional protocols. I've been gluten free of charge for over 6 years but
was only lately released to the Paleo idea. I came across this book to provide a great summary of the way the diet is
more of a lifestyle modification than a group of rules about feeding on and I found many crossover associations with my
current gluten free of charge lifestyle. Changing ones diet plan is often considered only once one wants to lose
pounds.And according to my blood glucose meter, this is often how I should eat to keep blood sugar levels controlled.



Given that most of us want to be healthful and alive in addition to look suit and trim, having a complete understanding
of our eating choices is paramount to success. This publication gives its reader that! Simons way of going Paleo is not
actually a diet, it's more a journey to a wholesome lifestyle, an educated choice to give your body more of exactly what
it requirements. Ms.g., foods to consider, etc.), to truly get you started and help you make the decision whether heading
gluten free is a good idea for you. Good resource list by the end. Definitely worth the 99 cents! She makes a strong case
for "eating locally" and stresses the importance of organic fruits and veggies.. Easy read! Does give bare bones
fundamental but then leaves you hung .., many bread products), no sugar, no artificial ingredients;Exactly how to avoid
Diabetes We reached the same summary as the writer of this book, but We reached my summary after many years
assessment my blood sugar AFTER I eat. Links do not work for the excess info. Not worthy of the money!. Very helpful
and filled with useful info for those just starting to live the gluten free of charge lifestyle. just a little beans and nuts.
Great Paleo for beginners I felt this book did a great intro to the Paleo life-style.So I supply the Paleolithic Diet my
whole stamp of approval. Our ancestors had been wealthy on a diet abundant with protein, moderate amounts of "excess
fat foods" that weren't processed or modified and lots of lovely fruit and veggies. I am just beginning my trip to be
Gluten Free and there is SO much details packed into this little book. Great Paleo Diet advice With so many food
allergies these days, this e-publication has come at only the right time. I am just starting my trip to be Gluten Free of
charge . They knew something or two that most folks forgot. It covered the fundamentals and I feel enjoy it was just
what I required to get started. Nice guide Gave it as gift this was just what I needed when my 7 year .. But if you are
interested in an outline of the gluten free lifestyle then this would suffice. this was just what I needed when my 7 year
old son was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes and 1 month later with celiac. This book was a quick read and offered me
the fundamentals of what I needed to know to make some immediate changes - it will be delivered on what it says in the
title! Jennifer Wells thank you! but the author gives straightforward and easy-to-understand explanations for each.
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